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Hope everyone has enjoyed a
wonderful summer thus far.
Despite a less than stellar start,
it looks as though the weather
managed to pull through for us
and provide some beautiful
summer days for hiking.
The next club meeting will
be at Kerrywood Nature
Centre, 7:30 pm. Wednesday
September 14th.

photography of these fascinating creatures at work and play
during the annual Salmon run
as they get ready to fatten up
for winter.
Hear Bryan's observations and
stories of bear behaviour in
this remote Alaskan environment. Bryan will be accompa-

nied by his wife Donna.
Together they have put together a selection of photographic
cards for all occasions that will
be available for purchase. The
presentation starts at 8pm
promptly for 45 minutes. See
you there!
Cheers

Join us for an exciting evening
to look at the Grizzly Bear
from a different point of view
with Red Deer native Bryan
Nelsen.
Bryan's passion for the Bears
of Brook Falls in Alaska is
captured in beautiful intimate

Turkey Trek update...
Rumor control….in case you
may have heard different
like…”the hostel got hit by a
meteor” or some other such
nonsense...there has been an
issue with overbooking at the
hostel and our date for Turkey
Trek has been changed to October 28-29. This year, for a
change, in place of turkey, the

club will be providing steak
and baked potato to be barbequed on-site. If you’d like to
attend, please be sure to call
Shunda Hostel at
1-888-748-6321 to reserve your
booking. Be sure to let them
know that you are with CAMC.
Once you’ve made your book-

ing, please email admin@camchiking.ca with
Turkey Trek as the subject to
let us know you are booked
up and what you’d like to
contribute to the potluck.
(salads, deserts)
Gobble gobble...or...Mooo I
guess??
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Sunset Beginner Backpack
July 8-10 Story by Nancy Bain-Bobyk
Veterans Sylvia, Pat, Ann, Cody, Tom and me the rookie
had our first complete meeting
at the Tim Horton's in Rocky,
early Friday morning. As we
walked back to our vehicles I
couldn't help but think that if
the mosquitos on the trail were
anything like the ones swarming us in the parking lot this
would be a long day!
Not to worry! Soon wind and
temperatures (lowering) took
over as concerns. In case our
rain gear failed we armed ourselves with $2 rain ponchos
purchased during our pit stop
at Saskatchewan River Crossing. Very patriotic with nice
red maple leaves although
there was no consensus on
how many points a real maple
leaf has. The team continued
heading down along Highway
93 North for another 20 kilometers to the trailhead on the
East side of the highway. Following a good horse trail for 42

km we reached our
campground at Norman Lake.
Elevation gain was 700 metres.
We stopped along the way to
take in the view of Norman
Falls and mark the spot where
a secondary trail branches off
to the former Sunset Lookout.
It definetly bore checking out
later in the day. Tents were set
up and water hauled. Thank
you Ann and your water bag. It
was a rather long trip to the
creek. The wind was stiff from
the Northwest and the Southeast and every other direction.
But we had 3 siltarps to ward
off the wind, rain and snow
pellets from our cooking site,
so managed to calm the wind
from all directions! Once camp
was set we were off to hike
back to the branch trial to Sunset Fire Lookout. Not much
left of the lookout but what a
view it is. The former lookout
hangs over an area known as
the graveyards where there is a

view of the Alexander River
(from the west) and the
North Saskatchewan River
(from the north) meeting
directly below the lookout.
After supper and some hot
drinks to keep the chilly night
at bay, we hung our food on
the cables provided only to
find several weren't working.
It took 3 on the line and 2
working the hook and eye to
get the gear hung up. No one
dared walk underneath. During the night some white stuff
came down - ah the mountains! Now we know why our
leader said bring a downfill,
long jonhs, toque and mitts.
Woke to rain the next morning. But "Rain by 7? Clear by
11" proved to be true in this
case. After a leisurely start,
and with the sun showing at
times, we made our way to
the end of sunset Pass and

then into the Whitegoat Wilderness Area and Pinto Overlook. The trail was dry, in good
shape with a few creek crossings and some waterfalls that
need to be investigated next
time. Flowers were colourful
and plentiful and the glacier
lilies that give sunset pass its'
name were out. We were prepared for bear, the rookie even
learned how to take the safety
clip off the can, but saw no
signs. Saturday night we were
treated to two loons hooting
back and forth but no
lonesone loon call. The only
other wildlife encounter was a
ruffed grouse and 6 young
ones on the trail home Sunday.
In typical grouse fashion,
mother hid in plain view while
we took pictures.
Horse campsites in the National Parks often allow campfires.
Lucky for us we were able to
warm thing up on Saturday
night with a nice fire and some
Baileymellows. The secret of
which stays with those who
come backpacking!
The sun shone Sunday morning for the hike out. All was
well and the ghost of Landslide
Lake backpack attempt 30
years ago, was put to rest for
me!
Total distance? 24 km. Bear
count? 2 - in the ditch.
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Jumping Pound Ridge….NOT! Yam!
June 4. Story by the 5 of us.
What can you say about five
women who spend the day
together on Yam? Hot Damn!
We woke in Red Deer to
showers with a threat of snow.
Regardless, we hopped into
Leona’s dog/people transport,
cruised through the rain and
arrived at a mist-enshrouded
mountain.
As we started climbing, Elsie
bequeathed her car to one of
us; however, since she didn’t
name one person specifically,
we decided to take her up and
down Yam. It wasn’t long
until the mist was clearing and

we were removing layers…so
what can you say about five
women on Yam now? Cleavage! (Whatever happens on
Yam stays on Yam!)
On the summit, we enjoyed a
relaxed, sun-drenched lunch,
chatting up groups from as
close as Calgary and as far
away as Beijing. After the photo shoots were done, we decided it was all downhill from
here!

and ski down the scree! Fun!
In spite of having two
“scramble virgins”, the cable
and the down climb were a
walk in the park. Kudos to
Charla and Leona.
We admired all kinds of wildflowers as we hiked: clematis,
wood violets, crocuses, shooting stars and strawberry blossoms to name a few. Before we
knew it, we were back in the
parking lot and heading home.

Spotted a friendly marmot
basking in the sun and stopped A pit-stop at Timmies in
to observe and take pictures.
Cochrane is mandatory on
Then it was time to move on

CAMC trips. We made it to the
parking lot; however, the ice
cream at DQ won us over.
We were afraid we might have
burned too many calories hiking and we didn’t want our
hiking pants to be loose once
we got home. So…in the ensuing sugar high, we (Leona,
Wanda, Sandra, Charla and
Elsie) composed this trip report for our enjoyment (and
hopefully yours too!).
It was a great day! We really
know how to rock! (double
entendre intended).
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Lake O’Hara
Story by Marilyn Strilchuk
Lake O’Hara has been described as one of the most
beautiful palaces on this planet.
There are a variety of trails for
all levels of hikers but the challenging Alpine Circuit is reputed to offer exceptionally breathtaking views. With this information this destination beaconed, so I included it on this
year’s trip schedule.
Early planning is recommended
for going into Lake O’hara. It is
a very pristine but popular and
fragile area, so Parks Canada
controls its access. The way
into this alpine area is up a
mundane 12 km fire road. It
can either be hiked up or a reservation may be booked up to
three months in advance. My
original plan was to get at least
the six reservations per person
allowed for Saturday, August 2
by phoning at the opening time
of 8:00 am the three months
ahead. The lines were constantly busy and all 42 spaces were

taken within an hour. To increase our chances of success,
I asked Janice to also try calling
for seats on the Sunday , August 5 bus. Fortunately, I was
able to get through at the
opening time too get six seats.
Janice did not have any luck to
get any more seats.
Our group of six, including
Janice, Karen, Arlene, Margret,
Sandy and myself, spent Saturday night in Canmore. Five of
us rose very early to get to the
Lake O’Hara parking lot at
8:00 am to secure our seats on
the bus. Unfortunately, at the
last minute, Sandy hurt her
foot and so was not able to
join us. This left a seat for one
of the people who showed up
waiting to see if an empty seat
would become available on the
bus. (This is worth trying if you
are patient and flexible. If it
does, just to have an alternate
plan for the day).

We were blessed with glorious blue skies and a weather
forecast of mid 20 degree
temperatures later in the day.
We started the Alpine Circuit
hike by going up Wiwaxy, the
strenuous 500 meter elevation gain over 2 kilometres.
Arlene, with her undoubting
energy and most experience
in this area, went first. At the
top was an incredible viewpoint of the Lake O’Hara
area, including the glacier and
the five paternoster lakes,
ponds, streams and waterfalls
that fed into lake O’Hara. We
carefully progressed, for the
next two kilometers following
the very clear yellow stripes
on the blue squares along the
ledges of Huber mountain
and down the rocky descent
to Lake Osea. The views
were indeed spectular.
We stopped for a leisurely,
well deserved late lunch on
the huge rock slabs on the

shoreline of Lake Oesa. We
then split into two groups with
Arlene and Margret going further around the Alpine Circuit.
Karen, Janice and I worked our
way down the Lake Oesa trail,
enjoying the close proximity to
the waterfalls that fed into Lake
O’Hara and enjoying the beauty, variety and precipitous niches of exquisite alpine flowers
that were at their peak, but actually several weeks later than
usual. We also marveled at the
legacy of the exacting stone
steps on the trail that were created by Lawrence Grassi in the
1950s and 60s.
At 4:00 we all met again at the
Le Ralais hut for some of their
home baked treats and then
climbed onto the 4:30 bus going
down. The magic of Lake
O’Hara left us with the keen
desire to come back and again
experience her glorious beauty.
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Paradise Valley
Story by Claudette McMillan
After an early morning start
we arrived at the trail head.
We were approached at the
trail head by a young German couple who asked if
they could join our group.
We didn’t know it yet, but
the parks had put a restriction on the trail the day
before and groups could
only go if they had at least 4
hikers. This was no problem
for us.

The trail started out easy and
was wide enough for people to
hike side by side so there was a
lot of friendly chatter along the
way. We took a break at Lake
Annette and had some photo
opportunities. Along the route
there were some splendid views.
It was a long hike in but we
made it to the Giant Steps to
enjoy our lunch. The Giant
Steps are very unique. They are
huge square blocks of rocks and

you can almost picture a giant
walking up them from the valley
below. Some people commented that the big flat rocks looked
like they were put there on purpose. While we were having
our lunch it was noticed that the
German couple pulled a beer
out of their pack......it was a
Canadian.....so we had to take a
picture. On our way back up
from the steps we were able to
have of good view of one of the

sentinels on Sentinel pass. No
one really wanted to climb up
closer to get a better view.
That was a good thing though
as we had a long hike back to
the vehicle.
It was a beautiful day for a
hike. Some amazing scenery
and great company made for
an excellent day.
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King Creek Ridge
Story by Karen Lewis
After a brief overview of
what is in store for today’s
hike and more importantly
selecting the sacrificial bear
wrestler – everyone of us
promising a motivational
hiking pole poke to the back
– don’t worry Greg, we’re
right behind ya - the journey of incredible views and
challenging passage was underway. Starting off it became quite clear we were
going nowhere but up –
straight up. Even the switch
backs didn’t give much relief.
A slow and deliberate pace
opened up to our first panoramic views of Kings Ridge.
Looking down the valley you
see green covered waves of
grasses and trees and just like
that a wall of arrow heads
row after row shooting up-

ward into the sky. Onto the
Summit and being 7 minutes
ahead of schedule (yes I said
ahead of schedule!) we settled
into lunch to take in the views
and speculate how those swirly
rock formations were formed
on those peaks over there. Perhaps a previous glacier?
You know what they say, what
goes up . . . The descent into
the canyon was a steep bowl,
covered with flowers, long
grasses and vegetation which at
first looked quite harmless but
beware of hidden rocks lurking
under cover when stepped on
give way and send you stumbling down the slope. Slip, sliding our way downhill the
ground levels out and we find
ourselves in a forest maze of
willows. Unable to see what’s

ahead of you or for that matter
what’s beside you, we were
careful not to trip on roots or
get hit with wayward branches
or twigs as we wind our way
along the trail.
Eventually the willows end and
you can now see the creek cutting its way through the canyon.
Looked open enough but where
are the (easy parts) trails we are
supposed to follow? Luckily
Greg was able to pick a path
here and there finding small
semi-circled sections leading
from one creek crossing to another. Slippery logs were no
challenge for Tom who lost a
log under foot and had to do
some fancy foot work and quick
rock hopping to make it across
safely. His name shall be “Ali”
– floats like a butterfly… Team

work and a helping hand were
very much appreciated. Making our way through the canyon you simply had to look up
and admire the smooth towering canyon walls. Beautiful!
All this in our own backyard,
how lucky we are.
This hike was one of my personal favourites; we climbed
straight up through a forest,
down steep grassy slopes,
through a jungle of willows,
hopped, skipped and jumped
over creek crossings. Big
thank-you to Greg for blazing
a trail and to the team for
sharing a laugh and making
the day enjoyable and fun – oh
last but not least to the weather – sunny blue skies.
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Rundle
Story by Pat
The hiking group left Red
Deer at 6 am with the weather report promising a hot
summer day – one of the few
to be had this year. Promptly at 9:00 am, with Ron leading this trip, group members
Ping, Gord, Arlene, Gorm,
Terry, Jabbar, Pat, Phil &
Phil headed out through the
trees and across two ravines
before heading up above the

tree line and across the
“Dragon’s Back” – a very steep
climb on mostly loose rock &
shale with a couple of narrow
places going by some steep
drop-offs which were more
noticeable coming down the
mountain. Then the last very,
very steep push up over loose
rocks with faint trails where
everyone picked their own way
up at their own speeds, scram-

bling on all fours in some places. Everyone did succeed in
reaching the summit within 4 ½
hours. This was a tough climb
– so tough both Gord & Ping
blew holes in their hiking boots.
Thank goodness for duct tape!!
Going up the wind kept us cool,
albeit a little dusty & dirty and
at times, threatened to blow us
off the mountain. After lunch

and a rest, we began the very
long, steep, 3 hour descent.
Did I mention steep?? There
were a lot of sore knees and
hot, sore feet – feeling the
burn - by the time we reached
the bottom about 5:30 pm.
Then a 10 minute hike past
the golf course to the parking
lot.

